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9. Discuss the ways in which white women
lower their standards for being feminist for
Black and other Third World women. Do you
find yourself ''hiding'' your feminism in a
situation where there are Third World
people? Are you afraid to confront a Black
woman's anti-feminism?
10. Discuss issues that the women's
movement has worked on which might be
considered racist, because they do not touch
the lives of women of color. Discuss feminist
issues which are classist. Discuss feminist
issues that cut across racial and class lines ,
touching the lives of all women. Which of all
these issues have you worked on or considered a priority?
11. In what way does being a lesbian
connect to the whole issue of racism between
white and Black women? What kinds of
racism have you noticed in all-women's
social situations, at bars and at cultural
events? In what ways can shared lesbian
oppression be used to build connections
between white women and women of color?
Tia Cross, Freada Klein, Barbara Smith , and
Beverly Smith are two Black and two white
feminists who have been active in doing
work on racism in Boston.

Reaching Out to the
Community: The Mothers
and Daughters Conference
at SUNY/New Paltz
By Nancy Schniedewind
Last spring we held an intergenerational
Mothers and Daughters Conference at
SUNY/ New Paltz that was attended by over
350 people, many of them grandmothers,
mothers, and daughters from the same
families. The impetus for the weekend
conference had come from a group of
women ' s studies faculty and students who,
during a discussion of the significant
changes in our lives that involvement in
'
d' h d
I d h d b
women s stu 1es a cata yze , a
egun
to consider how exciting it would be if our
mothers could share some of our new
perspectives. At the same time , it occurred
to us that we, as a Women 's Studies
Program, couId engage mot h ers or gran d mothers and daughters off campus and get
them involved in our Program.
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first conference they had ever attended, and
for the vast majority, the first women's
conference. For some, it was the first time
they had been away from home without their
husbands-several
of whom had shown
resistance to their coming. Attendance, for
them, meant taking an independent step.
The conference
made the women's
movement
more tangible
and
less
threatening to them . One undergraduate
wrote: " My mother didn't understand the
women's movement. She was afraid to break
the
traditional
feminine
stereotype .
Talking .. . about women's studies and
coming to the conference helped her realize
what liberat ion is all about."
The most profound effect of the conference on daughters, as a group, was the
development of a new respect for their
mothers , and for older women in general.
Many realized for the first time that they
could learn from the life experiences of their
mothers and grandmothers .
The conference provided mothers and
daughters a unique time and space in which
to look at themselves and each other. The
most consistent response women reported
was that their relationship with their mother
or daughter had changed for the better.
Typically, one participant wrote : "This
weekend has been a beautiful growing and
learning experience for my mother and me.''
While the immediacy of such changes hit
home most poignantly for those women who
came with their mother or daughter (between one third and one half of the participants), those who came alone also left
with plans to initiate changes in their
relationships . In addition, many of the local
t--------------------i
women have developed an interest in
• A sampling of workshop titles: "Women's women's studies .
Health Issues for Mothers aDd Daughters" ;
In our self-evaluation of the conference we
"Tracing Matrilineal Lineage through Oral
History" ; "Poetry: Explorations into the regretted not having planned a plenary
Mother/ DaughterRelationship"; " Comparisonof session
that
explicitly related
the
the Mother/ Daughter Relationshipamong Black mother / daughter relationship to a feminist
and White Women" ; " Alternative Family analysis of the oppression of women. We
Structures: Stepmothering, Single Parenting, also felt that we ought to have addressed
Marriage, Living Collectively, Adopting";
"Cross-Generational Perspectives on the more directly the issues of race and class.
Women's Movement"; " Mothers and Daughters Even so, most participants came away
in Literature"; "Coming Out to Your Mother or feeling the energy of a multigenerational
Daughter"; "The HispanicWoman: Mothers and community of women cutting across
Daughters"; "Growing Up Together: Crisis divisions of race and class.
Periods in the Mother and Daughter RelationAll in all, the conference was so successful
ship."
Thus, in addition to issuing "calls for
papers" through the usual channels , we
made particular efforts to contact local
women with special expertise who hadn't
been involved in women's studies before .
We also encouraged groups of students to
present workshops. In all, fifty workshops
were offered . * Moreover, twenty-five
undergraduates who enrolled in my twocredit modular course, Mothers and
Daughters, explored the mother / daughter
relationship before the conference through
readings, class discussions , and papers.
The conference was a great success. As
one daughter put it: " It brought many new
ideas and issues to a central meeting place
where two and three generations of women
could understand their common needs ,
hopes , triumphs, and oppression, and look
to
each
other
for
strength
and
camaraderie ."
Although we were initially angered by the
lack of support shown by the College in
failing to provide housing, which forced us
to put everyone up in local homes, this
community-based housing turned out to be a
boon. Many mothers stayed in the apartments or homes of their daughters, which
was, for most of them , a novel experience.
Mothers found themselves part of their
daughters ' world and living on their turf and
terms. A far cry from going home to Mom
for vacation! This three-day shared living
experience deepened the exploration of the
mother / daughter relationship .
The effects of the conference on mothers
were noteworthy. For many, this was the
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will issue several new translations of im- women who own the press do the translating
portant feminist works within the next themselves. Publishing and distribution are
several months. And thirdly, some original done by a commercial press under the
works in Hebrew, self-published by their women's ' imprint, The Second Sex.
There is also a small number of feminist
Nancy Schniedewind is Coordinator of the female authors, will soon appear.
Until now, most of the feminist literature
books originally written in Hebrew, all, with
Women's Studies Program at SUNY/New
one exception, published by commercial
Paltz and a member of the NWSA Coor- available in Hebrew has been published
by the six or seven major commercial presses. The exception is a reprint put out
dinating Council.
publishers: both of Erica Jong's novels, by the Women's Aid Fund, an account of the
Fallaci's Letter to an Unborn Child, Baker- suffrage movement in the Jewish Settlement
Feminist Publishing
Miller's Toward a New Psychology of in Palestine between 1900 and 1948 (Sarah
in Israel
Women, severai novels of Virginia Woolf, a Azaryahu, The Union of Hebrew Women for
mutilated
version of The Hite Report,
Equal Rights in Eretz Yisrael). This book has
By Marcia Freedman
Plath's The Bell Jar, and a few others. It is been translated into English by this writer
Israel has a population of 3½ million people rumored that certain publishers hold the
and will soon be self-published in a
who, for the most part, speak, read, and rights to many other feminist books, but manuscript edition. Another important local
write an ancient, patriarchal language none of them seems to be making any effort book is an account of political and sexual
recently revived and fortified by an infusion to have them translated and set in print.
oppression written by a Palestinian Arab
of new terms and even some new syntactic
There is also a feminist press, established
from the West Bank and published by an
constructs. The result of this self-imposition several years ago by two women who have Israeli publisher (Romanda Tawill, House
of a parochial language upon a people who, issued three books since 1974: an anthology A"est). In addition, Shulamit Aloni and
as a people, had been at home in at least one of articles translated from American Tchya Bat Oren have written general acEuropean language as well as Yiddish and sources, Barbara Seaman's Free and counts of women's oppression under rabLadino, was to transform the People of the Female, and Michael Korda's Male binical law and a primer of feminism
Book into a rather ill-informed and culturally Chauvinism. Much awaited and hopefully (respectively, Women as Persons and
isolated society. The few channels of in- forthcoming is Our Bodies, Ourselves. The
Women's Liberation-Where ls It Going?).
formation from the West that do existmainly films and books-are institutionally
monitored by male publishers, distributors,
bookstore owners, translators, and editors,
not to leave out the political, military, and
moral censors. For women this has meant
that the amount and quality of feminist
literature available in Hebrew (or in English,
for that matter) have been minimal.
It is no great surprise, then, that the state
of feminist consciousness, commitment, and
number-strength has been maintained at
roughly the same low level for several years
now. What is surprising is that there is a
functioning feminist movement/network at
all-but there is, and recently it has begun
to grow and to take itself more seriously .
One of the important reasons for these
beginnings of change is that a women's
bookstore, Woman's Voice, opened in Haifa
this past year. The success of the store in
both discovering and developing a market
for feminist literature has had several important consequences. First, branches of
Woman's Voice will soon be opened in the Judy Chicago's "The Dinner Party" -a massive banquet table celebrating the achievements
other two major Israeli cities , Tel Aviv and of over 1,000 women throughout history-will be on display at the University of Houston at
Jerusalem. Secondly, a new publishing Clear Lake City for three months, beginning March 9, 1980. Sponsored by the university and
collective, Bat-Kol, has been formed and several local cultural organizations, the exhibit will be accompanied by lectures, concerts,
films , and many other events highlighting the role of women in the arts.
that we hope it may provide a useful model
for other women's studies programs concerned with reaching out to the community.

The Dinner Party Comes to Houston
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